30	A MENTAL EXPERIMENT
expediencies; it will not affect the outcome of the
experiment in the least. You may write of the here and
the now, or take a jump back into the Middle Ages if
you care to. Or you may retrace the intellectual foot-
steps beyond the Garden of Eden period in the evolu-
tionary history of mankind if you are able to make any
such mental effort.
Literary merit need not be considered. Your sen-
tences can be so jumpy that each and every one of them
may look as if it were afraid of each and every other
one: have a soil of mutual distrust of one another, so
to speak.
You may write of some impossible being, doing some
impossible act, under some impossible conditions; or
you may write a little idyll that should make the veriest
" rough neck'' a better soul for having read it.
There is only one condition in this mental experi-
ment, and that is the one which I have indicated in the
opening paragraph of this chapter, viz., wiginatily.
Try to create something.
When you have finished this effort I want you to be
able to sit back and mentally murmur:   " There is a
• little story that would never have existed if I hadn't
created it."
If you cannot write sense, write nonsense; for that
matter a nonsensical, or even positively absurd or
grotesque grouping of ideas, will be quite as useful for
the purpose in view as any intellectually polished effort.
I have tried to give you every latitude in writing
this little fifty-word story; and I would make the con-
ditions even easier if I only knew how to do so.
When you have written this " original " story I will
show you how you may quickly realize that you have

